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Abstract—Developing autonomous systems requires adaptable
and context aware techniques. The approach described here
decomposes a complex system into service components –
functionally simple building blocks enriched with local
knowledge attributes. The internal components’ knowledge is
used to dynamically construct ensembles of service
components. Thus, ensembles capture collective behavior by
grouping service components in many-to-many manner,
according to their communication and operational/functional
requirements. Linguistic constructs and software tools have
been developed to support modeling, validation, development
and deployment of autonomous systems. A strong pragmatic
orientation of the approach is illustrated by two different
scenarios.
Keywords-autonomous systems; component-based system;
context-aware systems

I.

INTRODUCTION

Developing massively distributed systems has always
been a grand challenge in software engineering [1,2,3].
Incremental technology advances have continuously been
followed by more and more requirements as distributed
applications grew mature. Nowadays, one expects a massive
number of nodes with highly autonomic behaviour still
having harmonized global utilization of the overall system.
Our everyday life is dependent on new technology which
poses extra requirements to already complex systems: we
need reliable systems whose properties can be guaranteed;
we expect systems to adapt to changing demands over a
long operational time and to optimize their energy
consumption [4,5].
One engineering response to these challenges is to
structure software intensive systems in ensembles featuring
autonomous and self-aware behaviour [6,7]. The major
objective of the approach is to provide formalisms,
linguistic constructs and programming tools featuring
autonomous and adaptive behavior based on awareness.
Furthermore, making technical systems aware of the energy
consumption contributes significantly to the ecological
requirements, namely to save energy and increase overall
system utilization. The focus here is to integrate the
functional, operational and energy awareness into the
systems providing autonomous functioning with reduced
energy consumption. The rationale, expressing power and
practical value of the approach are illustrated on e-mobility
and cloud computing application domains. The two complex
domains appear to be fairly different. However, taking a
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closer look at the requirements of the two scenarios it
becomes noticeable that the problem domains share
numerous generic system properties, especially seen from
the optimized control perspective.
The paper presents work in progress focusing on energy
optimization in complex distributed control systems. It
further elaborates methods and techniques to model and
construct complex distributed systems with service
components and ensembles. The rationale of the approach is
presented through close requirements analysis, system
modeling and development. The deployment is illustrated
by the science cloud application scenario. Finally, the
approach is summarized giving further directions for the
work to come.
II. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
To explore the system requirements, two complex
application domains are closely examined: e-mobility
control and cloud computing.
E-mobility is a vision of future transportation by means
of electric vehicles network allowing people to fulfill their
individual mobility needs in an environmental friendly
manner (decreasing polution, saving energy, sharing
vehicels, etc).
Cloud computing is an approach that delivers computing
resources to users in a service-based manner, over the
internet, thus re-inforsing sharing and reducing energy
consumption).
At a first glance electric vehicular transportation and
distributed computing on demand have nothing really in
common!
A. Common Characteristics
In a closer examination the two systems, though very
different, have a number of common characteristics.
1) Massive Distribution and Individual Interest
E-mobility deals with managing a huge number of evehicles that transport people from one place to another
taking into account numerous restrictions that the electrical
transportation means imposes.
Each cloud computing user has also his/her individual
application demands and interest to efficiently execute it on
the cloud. The goal of cloud computing is to satisfy all these
competing demands.
Both applications are characterized with huge number of
single entities with individual goals.
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2) Sharing and Collectiveness
In order to cover longer distances, an e-vehicle driver
must interrupt the journey to either exchange or re-charge
the battery. Energy consumption has been the major
obstacle in a wider use of electric vehicles. Alternative
strategy is to share e-vehicles in a way that optimizes the
overall mobility of people and the spending of energy. In
other words: when my battery is empty – you will take me
further if we go in the same direction and vice versa [8].
The processing statistics show that most of the time
computers are idle – waiting for input to do some
calculations. Computers belong amongst the fastest yet
most wasteful devices man has ever made. And they
dissipate energy too. Cloud computing overcomes that
problem by sharing computer resources making them better
utilized. In another words, if my computer is free – it can
process your data and vice versa; or even better, let us have
light devices and leave a heavy work for the cloud [9].
At a closer look “sharing and collectiveness” are
common characteristics of both application domains!
3) Awareness and Knowledge
E-mobility can support coordination only if e-vehicles
know their own restrictions (battery state), destinations of
users, re-charging possibilities, parking availabilities, the
state of other e-vehicles nearby. With such knowledge
collective behavior may take place, respecting individual
goals, energy consumption and environmental requirements.
Cloud computing deals with dynamic (re-)scheduling of
available (not fully used) computing resources. Maximal
utilization can only be achieved if the cloud is “aware” of
the users’ processing needs and the states of the deployed
cloud resources. Only with such knowledge a cloud can
make a good utilization of computers while serving
individual users’ needs.
At a closer look “awareness” of own potentials,
restrictions and goals as well as those of the others is a
common characteristic. Both domains require self-aware,
self-expressive and self-adaptive behavior based on a
knowledge about those “self*” properties.
4) Dynamic and Distributed Energy Optimization
E-mobility is a distributed network that manages
numerous independent and separate entities such as evehicles, parking slots, re-charge stations, drivers. Through
collective and awareness-rich control strategy the system
may dynamically re-organize and optimize the use of energy
while satisfying users’ transportation needs.
Cloud computing actually behaves as a classical
distributed operating system with a goal to maximize
operation and throughput and minimize energy
consumption, performing tasks of multiple users.
At a closer look “dynamic and distributed optimization”
is inherent characteristic of the control environment for both
application domains.
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TABLE I.

Common
feature
Single entity
Individual
goal
Ensemble
Global goal

Selfawareness

Autonomous
and collective
behavior
Optimization

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

Cloud computing

E-Mobility

Computing
resource
Efficient execution

Vehicle, driver, park
place, charging station
Individual route plan

application , cpu
pool,
Resource
availability, optimal
throughput
avail-able
resources;
computational
requirements, etc
Decentralized
decision
making,
global optimization
Availability,
computational task
execution

Free vehicles, free
park places, etc
Travel, journey, low
energy

Adaptation

According to available resources

Robustness

Failing resources

Awareness of own
state and restrictions

Reaching
all
destinations in time,
minimizing costs
Destination achievement in time, vehicle/infrastructure
usage
According to traffic,
individual goals, infrastructure, resource
availability
Range
limitation,
charging battery infrastructure resources

B. Common Approach
This set of common features serve as a basis for
modeling of such systems leading to a generic framework
for developing and deploying complex autonomic systems.
The table 1 summarized the common requirements that lead
to four major behavioral principles: adaptation, selfawareness, knowledge and emergence.
III. MODELING
Control systems for the two application domains have
many common characteristics: they are highly collective,
constructed of numerous independent entities that share
common goals. Their elements are both autonomous and
cooperative featuring a high level of self-awareness and
self-expressiveness. A complex control system built out of
such entities must be robust and adaptive offering maximal
utilization with minimal energy and resource use.
Formal specification, programming and controlling of a
complex massively parallel distributed system that features
awareness, autonomous and collective behavior, adaptive
optimization and robust functioning are grand challenges of
computer science. These challenges, present in most of
complex control systems, have served as motivation and
inspiration for this approach [7].
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Figuure 1. Service coomponents and thheir ensebles

A complexx system is deecomposed in sservice compoonents
- major inddividual entiities, and service compponent
eensembles - compositiion structurres that rreflect
ccommunicatioon and joint neeeds of servicee components::
 SC – service compponent are sinngle system enntities
that have their rrequirements and functionnality,
usuallly representinng their individdual goals,
 SCE – servicee componentt ensembless are
mponents uusually
collections of service com
repreesenting collecctive system goals (as meaans to
dynaamically structture independdent and distriibuted
systeem entities).
T
The system strructuring is deepicted on Figg. 1.
Both com
mponents andd ensembles have know
wledge
eelements usedd to express thheir state and requirements.
r
B
Based
oon this declarrative knowleedge, awareneess, emergencce and
aadaptive behaavior can be acchieved [7].
Fig. 2 illusstrates an absttract view of m
modeling massively
ddistributed sysstems with serrvice componeents and ensem
mbles.
A
At the first level the real syystem entitiess are presentedd with
ddifferent syymbols repreesenting diffferent typess of
ccomponents. At the upperr levels, diffeerent groupinggs are
iillustrated whhere componennts can be linnked in ensem
mbles,
aaccording to their requireements. Theree may be diffferent
w
ways of groupping, represennted by differeent ensemble llevels.
O
One componeent can be a m
member of diffferent ensembbles at
tthe same timee. Ensembles are not fixed,, during the system
llife time and according to the on-going states, re-groouping
hhappens as a ssystem responnse to dynamicc changes.
A
A. Modeling e-Mobility witth Ensembles
Applying the general m
modeling strattegy as depictted on
F
Fig. 2 to e-m
mobility scenarrio, the differrent symbols at the
ffirst level couuld be interpreeted as (1) ussers, (2) e-vehhicles,
((3) chargingg stations and
a
(4) parrk places service
ccomponents, w
where each coomponent has kknowledge onn its
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Figure 2. Modeling with components and ensebles

ownn state and nneeds. A user component kknows the rouute
plann having a gooal to reach different places in a given tim
me.
A vehicle
v
component has knoowledge abouut its occupanncy
andd battery state.. Park places aand charging sstations maintaain
theiir availabilityy/reservation plan. These major servvice
com
mponents of thhe e-mobility scenario builld the individuual
types with a huuge number oof instances. The E1and E2
enssemble levels show groupiing accordingg to the servvice
com
mponent typess, allowing useers with nearbby destinationss to
form
m an ensemblle (with a com
mmon goal too reach the sam
me
desstination and a possibility too share the vehhicle) or vehiccles
witth fully chargeed batteries att the same location to form an
enssemble of avaailable vehiclees. The “En” ensemble levvel
shoows the e-mobbility applicatiion with one user planningg to
usee two vehiclees, one parkiing place and a number of
posssible chargingg stations.
B. Modeling Clooud Computingg with Ensembbles
In a similar m
manner, the sam
me model shoown on the Figg. 2
mayy represent aan abstract clooud computinng scenario. T
The
majjor system eleements represented by diffeerent symbolss at
the first level (E1) could be interpreteed as (1) uuser
appplications, (2) remote compputer CPUs, (33) local memoory
andd (4) local appplication servicce componentts. Thereby, eaach
com
mponent has knowledge about its oown state aand
reqquirements. A user application componnent knows tthe
reqquests for exeecution (in terrms of CPU, minimal spaace,
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eetc.). A remote computer ccomponent haas knowledge about
iits processingg capabilities and a currennt utilization. Disk
ccomponents have knowleedge of their capacity. Appi
ccomponents have
h
descriptioons of the available appis at the
llocal computeer.
The E1andd E2 ensemblee levels show grouping accoording
tto the servicee component ttypes, allowinng e.g. groupiing of
aappis of the same type w
with similar reequests to forrm an
eensemble or different CP
PUs to form
m an ensembble of
aavailable CPU
Us. The “En” ensemble levvel shows the cloud
aapplication with one user aappi running at
a one remotee CPU
w
with a possibility to migraate to another CPU (with similar
cconfiguration)), using onne memory resource wiith a
ppossibility to aaccess a numbber of local applications.
Table 2 suummarizes m
major service components w
within
bboth applicatioon scenario m
mapping.
TA
ABLE II.

Figure 3. SCE
EL elememnts

Systems:

S ::= C | S1 ǁ S2 | (νn)S

Com
mponents:

C ::=
= Ι[Κ,∏,P]

MAJOR
A
SERVICE COM
MPONENTS

Processes:
Symbols

E--Mobility

Cloudd computing

Users

U
User applicationss

Electric vehiccles

Rem
mote computer CP
PUs

Charging stations

Local memory

Park placess

Locaal application servvices

P ::= nil | а.P | P1 + P2 | P1[ P2 ] | X | A(p
p)

Actions:

a ::= get(T)@
@c | qry(T)@cc | put(t)@c | new(Ι,Κ,∏,P
P)

Targets:

C. SCEL Lannguage Prograamming Abstraactions
The chaallenge for developers of complex
c
distriibuted
ssystems is to ffind proper linnguistic abstraactions to copee with
iindividual vs.. collective reequirements oof system elements
aand their neeed to responnd to dynam
mic changes in an
aautonomous manner.
m
A sett of semantic constructs hass been
pproposed [10,,11] that reprresent behavioors, knowledgge and
ccomposition supporting pprogramming of awarenesss-rich
ssystem.
The basic ingredient oof SCEL - Sooftware Compponent
E
Ensemble Lannguage is the notion of auttonomic compponent
II[K;∏; P] thatt consists of:


An innterface I in a form of attrributes – visibble to
otherr components.
 Know
wledge repossitory K mannaging inform
mation
aboutt component interface, reequirements, major
state attributes ettc. Managingg such know
wledge
allow
ws for self-aaware behavvior and dynnamic
interllinking with oother system coomponents.
 A set of policies ∏ that managge the internaal and
exterrnal interactionn.
 A sett of process P defines compponent functioonality
speciific to both the applicaation and innternal
manaagement off knowledgee, polices and
comm
munication.
T
The structuree and organizzation of the SCEL notatiion is
iillustrated in F
Fig. 3,
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c ::= n | x| sellf | P | Ι.p

The code aboove shows a fraction
f
of SC
CEL syntax (w
with
nottation for S - ssystems, C - ccomponents, P - processes, a actiions and c - targets); a ffully detailed presentation of
SCE
EL syntax andd semantics caan be found in [10, 11].
The SCEL
L aggregates both semanttics and synttax
pow
wer to expresss autonomic behavior. At one side, beiing
absstract and rigorous SCEL allows for fo
formal reasoniing
aboout system bbehavior, at another, it needs furthher
proogramming toools to suppoort system deevelopment aand
depployment. Form
mal reasoningg, modeling annd validation are
covvered in refereenced articles about SCEL. Here, the foccus
is m
more on praggmatic orientaation on a giiven applicatiion
scenario.
V. DEVELOPING AND DEPLOY
YING AUTNOM
MOUS SYSTEMS
S
IV
A way from high level m
modeling to ddevelopment aand
depployment of software intensive system
ms is a compllex
enddeavor. Reasooning and validdation often reequire high-levvel
absstractions, whhile implemeentation callls for detailled
proogramming annd low-level deployments. To bridge tthis
gapp a number off intermediate tools are being developed thhat
assiist in the enginneering processs [7,12].
A. Java Framew
work for SCEL
L Programminng and Model
Checking
SCEL program
ms, the jRESP
P framework has
h
To execute S
beeen developedd. This is a Java runtim
me environment
prooviding meanns to develoop autonomicc and adaptiive
systems program
mmed in SCE
EL [13]. By relying on tthe
ESP API, a prrogrammer caan embed the SCEL paradiggm
jRE
in JJava applicatioons.
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A prototyppe statistical m
model-checkinng running on top of
jjRESP simullation environnment has bbeen implemented.
F
Following thiss approach, a randomized aalgorithm is used to
vverify whetheer the implem
mentation of a system satissfies a
sspecific propeerty with a ceertain degree of confidencee. The
sstatistical moddel-checker iss parameterizeed with respecct to a
ggiven tolerancce t and error probability
p
p. The used algoorithm
gguarantees thaat the differennce between thhe computed vvalues
aand the exact ones is greateer than t with a probability lower
tthan p.
ESP can be ussed to
The modeel-checker inccluded in jRE
vverify reachabbility propertiees. These propperties allow one
o to
eevaluate the probability
p
to reach, within a given deadlline, a
cconfiguration where a giveen predicate oon collected data
d
is
ssatisfied [13].
B
B. Developingg Science Clooud
Cloud coomputing iss a moderrn paradigm
m for
pprogramming and utilizzing distribuuted infrastruucture
rresources in a dynamic way. Cloud-bbased system
ms are
ssafety- and security-criticaal systems; thhey need to ssatisfy
ttime-critical pperformance-bbased quality of
o service propperties
aand to dynam
mically adaptt to changes in the potenntially
hhostile and uuncertain environment theyy operate in. These
aaspects make distributed clloud-based systems compleex and
hhard to designn, build, test,, and verify. T
The cloud sceenario
ttaken here is tthe cloud as a platform witth voluntary ppeer-to
ppeer configuraation, meant to
t execute sciientific applications
[9]. It closely followed the modeling appproach describbed in
pprevious sections.
11) Service C
Components
Each instaance of the Science Clouud Platform (SCP),
(
rrunning on a physical
p
or virrtual machine is consideredd to be
a service com
mponent in the previous desccribed sense. Fig. 4
Cloud
sshows the functionality
f
required by a Science C
P
Platform instaance. Two major
m
characterristics of SCP
Ps are
ffurther explorred: knowledgee and connecttivity.
22)
Knowleedge
Each SCP
Pi has knowledge consisting of (1) itss own
pproperties (seet by developers), (2) its iinfrastructure (CPU
lload, availablle memory), and (3) otheer SCPis (acqquired
tthrough the nnetwork). Sincce there is no global coordiinator,
eeach SCPi m
must build itss own view and act upoon the
aavailable knoowledge. The SCPi may aacquire know
wledge
aabout its infraastructure usinng an infrastruucture sensing plugiin which provvides informaation about staatic values, suuch as
pprocessor speeed, available memory, avvailable disk sspace,
nnumber of corres etc. and dy
dynamic values, such as currrently
uused memory,, disk space, oor CPU load.
SCPi prooperties are important when specifying
cconditions (S
Service Level Agreementts, SLAs) foor the
aapplications. For
F example, when lookingg for a new SC
CPi to
eexecute an appplication, low
w latency betweeen the SCPs might
bbe interestingg. Other requuirements maay be harderr: For
eexample, an application m
may simply nnot fit on an SCPi
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beccause of the laack of space w
whereas anotheer may requirre a
certtain amount of memory.

Fiigure 4. Science Cloud Frameworrk

3)

Connectivvity
Each SCPi haas a connectivvity componennt which enabbles
it tto talk to othher SCPs oveer the networrk. The protocol
folllowed by theese communiccations must enable SCPs to
findd one anotheer and estabblish links, ffor example by
mannually enterinng a networkk address or by a discoveery
mecchanism. Furtthermore, SCP
Ps must be ablee to query othhers
for knowledge aand at the sam
me time distrribute their ow
wn
knoowledge. Finaally, the protoccol must suppport exchange of
dataa and applicattions.
Fig. 4 illustraates an instancce of a sciencee cloud platfoorm
as a part of a richh virtual fram
mework for exeecuting scientiific
appplications. Thrrough awarenness of its ownn properties aand
those of others it offers maxximal utilizatiion of availabble
com
mputing resourrces within thee cloud.
As already inndicated an SC
CPi is adaptivee and can reactt to
connditions such as overload, sshutdown of other SCPs, eetc.
Furrthermore, it must watch over the appps executed aand
guaarantee their S
SLAs (Service Level Agreem
ment) [7,9]. T
This
funnctionality is pperformed in aan adaptivity loogic componeent.
Thee adaptivity logic is exchangeablle, applicatiooninddependent, andd has a direect relation to the SLAs of
appplications. Thee adaptivity loogic itself cann be written inn a
stanndard program
mming language or custom domain-speciific
langguages or rulees.
Finally, eachh SCPi providdes the appliccation executiion
servvice to upper levels. The appplications runn on the platfoorm
muust implement some API foor the platform
m to be able to
worrk with them (i.e. starting, stopping, woorking with daata,
etc..). One exam
mple of an appp is the data storage servvice
whiich allows useers to store datta in the cloudd.
4)
Ensembless
A Science Clloud Platform Ensemble (SCPe) consistss of
CPs
inddividual SCPs based on a sset of propertties of the SC
andd/or the SLA
As of applicaations. In anoother words, an
enssemble consistts of SCPs whhich work toggether to run oone
appplication in a ffail-safe mannner and under considerationn of
the SLA of thatt application, which may rrequire a certain
mber of SCPs, certain latenncy between thhe parts, or haave
num
resttrictions on prrocessing pow
wer or on memoory.
At runtime, aan ensemble may gain new
w SCPs or loose
them
m depending on the behaviior of the SCP
PIs themself aand
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also on the load generated by the application itself or other
applications running on the SCPIs.
C. Application Deployment
Currently, a prototype of a science cloud platform is
being developed and tested in a physical network
connecting two universities [7]. The experimental platform
does feature ad hoc and voluntary behavior supporting
dynamic re-configuration of physical layers and application
migration on an upper level. High-level SCEL modeling and
model checking provide formal means for properties proofs
while a prototype implementation offers pragmatic means to
test deployment and effectiveness of autonomous and selfaware behavior.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper presents a unified approach to model, validate
and deploy complex distributed systems with massive
number of nodes that respect both individual and global
goals. Non-centralized character of the approach allows for
autonomic and self-aware behavior, which is achieved by
introduction of knowledge elements and enrichment of
compositional and communication primitives with
awareness of both system requirements and individual state
of the computing entities.
The essence of the approach is to de-compose a complex
system into a number of generic components and to further
compose the system into ensembles of service components.
The inherent complexity of ensembles is a huge
challenge for developers. Thus, the whole system is
decomposed into well-understood building blocks, reducing
the innumerable interactions between low-level components
to a manageable number of interactions between these
building blocks. The result is a so-called hierarchical
ensemble, built from service components, simpler
ensembles and knowledge units connected via a highly
dynamic infrastructure. Ensembles exhibit four main
characteristics: adaptation, self-awareness, knowledge and
emergence, yielding a sound technology for engineering
autonomous systems [5,7]. A number of linguistic
constructs and validation and programming tools are under
development and are being tested in different application
scenarios.
This paper presents an integrated view (from high level
modeling to application deployment) of a complex approach
which has been described by a number of referenced papers,
each focusing on different aspects of the work: SCEL
modeling [10,11] and system validation [13], adaptation
aspects[8], knowledge management and deployments [8,9]
and engineering aspects [5,7]. Further contribution of this
paper is in optimized control based on awareness and
autonomous behavior.
Optimized distributed control with improved throughput
and utilization of the cloud and e-mobility frameworks
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contribute significantly to the overall strategy to reduce
energy consumption. Sharing principle instead of exclusive
use of the computing and transportation means represent a
significant challenge (requiring significant changes in our
perception of vehicles and computers) in the application
domains under consideration. This principle will
undoubtedly play an important role in extending the
application domains.
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